What are outstanding landscape values of this tree?

What are its major problems?

What fruiting characteristic helps identify this plant from one of its parents, *Platanus occidentalis*?

What is one of the most ornamental characteristics of this tree?

What are the possible disadvantages?

How does the identification of this locust differ from honeylocust?

Although this tree is subject to several pest problems, it is still useful for a number of specialized situations. What are these?
**Magnolia x soulangiana**  22  Saucer magnolia  Magnoliaceae  656 639  p. 695

Hardiness  
Mature Size  
Id Characteristics

What is the basic appearance of the flower of this plant?  
When are blooms produced?  
How should it be transplanted?

**Tilia cordata**  ‘Greenspire’  23  European little leaf linden  Tiliaceae  655 640  p. 1147

Greenspire linden

Hardiness  
Mature Size  
ID chars

What characteristics have made this cultivar more popular than the species for urban plantings?  
What are some possible problems that may develop with European little leaf linden?

**Cornus mas**  24  Corneliancherry dogwood  Cornaceae  668 699  p. 305

Hardiness  
Mature size  
ID chars

How might this plant be best used in the landscape?  
What are the most ornamental characteristics of the *C. mas*?  
What problem might be encountered when it is used as a tree?
What are the parents of this hybrid?

How does this tree differ from one of its parents, *Tilia cordata*?

What flower and fruit characteristics make this plant easy to identify when they are present?

What is unique about the fruit relative to other *Cornus* species?

What can be the landscape limitations of this tree in our climate?

What landscape sites are most suitable for this dogwood?

What is the major disease problem of this tree? What is a major insect problem?
According to Dirr, what is the correct name for this plant?

How can you most easily tell this plant from *C. canadensis*?

What is the major problem of this redbud in our climate?